Extending Tangible Interactive Interfaces for Education: A System for Learning Arabic Braille using an Interactive Braille Keypad
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Abstract—Learning Braille for visual impairments means being able to read, write and communicate with others. There exist several educational tools for learning Braille. Unfortunately, for Arabic Braille, there is a lack of interactive educational tools and what is mostly used is the traditional learning tools, such as the Braille block. Replacing those tools with some more effective and interactive e-learning tools would help to improve the learning process. This paper introduces a new educational system with a tangible and interactive interface. This system aims to help blind children to learn Arabic Braille letters and numbers using an interactive tactile Braille keypad together with the educational website. The interactive tactile Braille keypad was built using an Arduino connected with the educational website. A usability test was conducted and results showed that the system is easy to use and suggested that using the interactive Braille keypad with the educational website will improve the learning outcomes for blind children.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In our life, literacy which is the ability to read and write is substantial in different aspects such: education and communication. It helps one to lead their own life without depending on others. Learning to read and write is considered an important step especially in at childhood. It is important to gain basic knowledge about the language and enhance skills in reading and writing.

People who are blind or have low vision need to practice their lives normally. They have the right to learn everything such: reading and writing. The Braille system helps them to understand and to study non-visual modes of communication.

Braille is a tactile system for reading and writing used by blind people or those who have poor vision. Braille was named after its inventor Louis Braille (1809 – 1852) who was blind. In 1824, at age 15 Braille presented this system to help blindness and people with poor vision in reading and writing quickly and more easily. Braille is not a language, but it is a representation of any language character using 6 dots ordered in a matrix of 2 x 3 “two columns with three rows”, see Fig. 2. A certain set of dots when raised represent a certain character, sixty-four combinations are possible using one or more of these six dots [1].

A basic Braille template (cell) is a tactile configuration of six raised/embossed dots. It is upright rectangular shapes made of two vertical columns made of three dot positions. The cell is organized as a matrix of 2 × 3 dots. Those dots are numerically identified by the numbers 1 to 6, see Fig. 2. There are different combinations of raised/embossed dots, each unique configuration represents an alphabetical letter or a number or a symbol, a consonant, a vowel, a number, a diacritical mark or an abbreviated suffix [2][3]. Through the combination of dot positions and their distribution on the two vertical columns, the symbol takes a distinctive tactile shape. Empty dot positions help the reader identify the embossed positions forming the letters. Between dot cells there is a barrier. The direction of embossing symbols is right to left, and reading goes from left to right, even in Arabic and in top-to-bottom scripts [3].

Learning Braille is challenging, it takes time and practice. It needs the support and encouragement of family and teachers; thus, it is important to provide students, their families and teachers with digital tools that could enhance this process and make it easy and fun. There are several educational tools for learning English Braille. Unfortunately, for Arabic Braille, we still use the old traditional learning tools, such as the Braille block, see Fig. 2. Replacing those tools with some more effective and interactive tools would help to improve the learning process. Thus, in this study present an Arabic Braille learning system with an interactive tactile Braille keypad.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows the related work. A description of software accessibility will be presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we will present our developed Arabic Braille educational system. Section 5 covers system and usability testing. We conclude with Section 6 where we discuss conclusions and future work.

Fig. 1. Traditional Braille Alphabetic Learning Tool [4].
both hardware and software components. It integrates a specially designed Braille interactive keypad with Arduino technology, together with a web-application for learning Arabic Braille (numbers and characters) which none of the previous systems have provided.

III. SOFTWARE ACCESSIBILITY

Accessibility is a term which have a range of definitions. It describes how is it easy to use E-Systems by people with special needs [9]. It means to remove any barriers that face people with special needs from performing life activities and other services [10]. Any software should be accessible by normal users and those with special needs. Software accessibility is extremely important and will always be quite challenging for software designers, they need to ensure that people with disabilities can get full access to a system so they can interact, navigate, perceive, and understand it [11]. In order to achieve accessibility, software designers and developers take into consideration the fact that the ability to see, hear, interact with the system, read text or process information varies from user to user. In fact, some users require special assistive input and output technologies to help them carry out these activities. Several key legal issues, accessibility guidelines, and resources are available to help in making software accessible to individuals with disabilities. Here we try to summaries some of the main issues to be considered, when designing a software, to improve the accessibility for the visually impaired [12][9]:

- Text must be resizable and high color contrast is important. The visual information should be represented in a descriptive text associated with images and other multimedia and vice versa[12][12][12][12][12][12][12].

- All visual content must be supported with an alternative auditory and readable content. In the case of images, this mean adding an alt attribute to describe its content.

- The language of the page contents should be declared with markup to facilitate the pronunciation for screen readers.

- User interface should follow principles of accessible design, such as: device-independent access to functionality, keyboard operability, self-voicing.

- Enabling the feature of multimodality of input such: keyboard, speech, mouse or other pointing device.

- Grouping elements and providing contextual information about the relationships between elements can facilitate access to those elements.

- Documents should be clear and simple and easily understood.

IV. DEVELOPED BRAILLE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

In this section we present our design process and discuss system architecture, hardware and software system components.
A. System Architecture

The architecture of the proposed system is a Client-Server architect. The rationale behind this design decision is as follows:

- The data on a remote server can be accessed by any device (PCs, mobiles, tablets and laptops) via the internet.
- No need for installation on the user device.
- Web-based systems are supported by NVDA screen reader in contrast to a built-in PC program.
- Web-based systems support the accessibility standards and every element can be accessed by the keyboard commands such: tabindex, alt and access key properties, whereas the PC programs are not.
- Web-based systems can be converted to the mobile view so, the users can open the sites by their mobiles easily and efficiently.

An illustration of the system architecture is presented in Fig. 3.

B. Database Architecture

MySQL BD has been used to store all the letters, numbers, sounds and images. Database is used instead of files or arrays cause the large data we have. Storing data in a DB is more manageable than storing in files or arrays. ER of the system is illustrated in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Braille Language</th>
<th>Learning Level</th>
<th>Assistive Technique Type</th>
<th>Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Taiwanese characters and words</td>
<td>Auditory feeding and vibrotactile capabilities.</td>
<td>a small-sized microcontroller (MTK7697) with built-in Bluetooth and battery module</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Spanish characters and words</td>
<td>Auditory feeding and tactile material</td>
<td>Portable device with Bluetooth adopted in, and USB inputs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>English characters and words</td>
<td>Vibrotactile capabilities</td>
<td>Arduino Mega ADK board, vibration motor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Chinese and English Characters, words and sentences</td>
<td>Auditory feeding using MS Speech and tactile material</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Interactive Braille Keypad

It is an input Braille keypad device designed to implement the traditional Braille block to be used to navigate throughout the system and interact with it.

It has eight buttons: six for the Braille dots representation, an Enter button and a Tap button to navigate through the system elements. It is the main input device in the system. The Braille keypad device has two parts, first part consists of six numbered buttons dots forming two columns, three buttons each. Second part consists of two buttons for Enter and Tap commands. Fig. 5 illustrates the Braille keypad sketch. The keypad was designed to be more accessible and easier to use one hand.

D. Hardware

Mini Arduino Leonardo was used to control the keyboard commands. Arduino controller will be integrated inside the keypad. It consists of the following:

- Mini Arduino Leonardo
- Buttons (2 pieces)
- Toggle-switches (6 pieces)
- USB connector
- Other connectors

Arduino Leonardo: according to the official Arduino web site: “Arduino is easy to use hardware and software electronic platform, which is an open source” [15]. Arduino has many different versions and types, Arduino Leonardo Fig. 6 was used because it has a built-in USB communication and it controls the keyboard commands.
Based on a well-established set of requirements, the educational website was designed to consist of 5 sub-modules:

a) About Braille cell: this module is an introductory lesson about the Braille cell providing an audible explanation of the structure and coding of Braille cell.

b) How to use the Braille Keypad: before going into learning Braille, learner needs to be introduced to the main interface of the system which is the specially design keypad to simulate a Braille cell and interact with the system. The system provides the learner, while sensing the keypad, with an audible explanation of the shape and structure of the keypad and how to use it, this includes the different buttons and the action of each.

c) Arabic Braille learning: This is the core module of the system with the main functions. The main user interface of the learning module includes three main functions:

- Lesson: the explanation lesson of the Arabic Braille character (letter or number).
- Practice: a practicing option that enables the child to try and write the character with Braille keypad without any constraints such as times or score.
- Re-learn: this is an option which gives the child the choice of replaying the lesson.

First, the learner should choose the letter/number lesson either by selecting a letter/number from the list or continue from the lesson he stopped on. The lesson will start showing a word that starts with the letter to be learned and saying the word and the letter, e.g. the word “لا” starts with the letter “ل”, the letter will be represented on screen by the Braille cell and will be explained using texts, images and audio materials. The same thing for numbers’ lessons, e.g. three flowers will appear with the number “3”. It will be represented on screen by the Braille cell and will be explained using texts, images and audio materials. After finishing the lesson, the practicing mode will appear to make sure that the learner has been understood the lesson or he/she can repeat the lesson again. In practice, the system will show and pronounce the letter/number. Then, the learner will be asked to answer using the Braille keypad. If the answer is correct, the system will ask the learner either to go to the next lesson or go back to the previous page. Else the learner has the choice to re-answer again or chooses re-learn option to repeat the lesson from the beginning. An illustration of this scenario is shown in Fig. 8.

d) Testing: an important part in any educational system is knowledge testing. In this module, the testing mechanism for letters and numbers is the same, where ten random letters or numbers will be chosen; depending on the selected learning (letters or numbers). The system will ask the learner to enter the matched Braille code of the displayed character using the Braille keypad as it is illustrated in Fig. 9. The learner has three attempts for incorrect answers, after the third incorrect answer, the system will show him the correct answer. Finally, total scores with the feedback will be displayed after finishing the test.
Fig. 8. Flow Chart of the Lesson.

Fig. 9. Testing Example (Testing Number 0).

e) Reporting: providing a progress report is very useful for the parents/teachers to monitor and guide the learner during the learning process. Once the learner exits from the system a complete readable report will show the progress, lessons history, practice and test results with the feedback. Those reports are compatible with screen readers.

V. SYSTEM AND USABILITY TESTINGS

We conducted two separate evaluations for the developed system. First a system testing was conducted to ensure that the system meets its functional and nonfunctional requirements. The main objective of is to evaluate the sufficiency of functionality. This includes: unit testing, system testing, and quality testing.

Usability and accessibility tests are very important especially when developing a system for users with special needs. Thus, the second evaluation is a usability test conducted with blind children, and the accessibility test was performed as part of system testing. In the following subsections we discuss all tests performed, starting with unit testing followed by system testing and quality testing. We conclude with the usability test.

A. Unit Testing

Unit testing is verifying a particular component of the system and checking if it is working without any errors [17]. It tests a unit of the system individually, so it verifies that a specific piece of code performs as expected. Unit testing of the system functions was passed successfully.

B. System Testing

System testing is the testing to evaluate the whole web application’s compliance with specified requirements such: number of broken links/URLs in the site, web accessibility standards and the compatibility with most used browsers [18]. In order to test our website, we used an automatic evaluation tool named SortSite [19]. The tool was released in 2007 and widely used by many since then.

a) Links/URL Testing: the tool shows that the website has no missing images or broken links see Fig. 10.

b) Web Accessibility Testing: we test the website to ensure that it complies with accessibility best practice guidelines that make the web application accessible to people with disabilities. As a result, the website meets WCAG 2.0 [20] Level A conformance and Level AA with two issues.

c) Browser Compatibility Testing: the tool shows that the website is compatible with the major browsers, i.e. Internet Edge, Firefox, Safari, Opera, Chrome, and mobile browsers. However, users using old versions of Safari might face minor issue that will not prevent them to benefit from the website.

C. System Quality Testing

We evaluate the system to test whether our system meets the specified non-functional requirements. We used SQuORE analytics tool to perform the quality testing. SQuORE is an intelligence tool that has been founded in 2010 by a group of software engineering experts. SQuORE supports a lot of different programming languages so, it has the ability to assess a project that has been developed under multi-languages. This tool has a friendly interface that can be easily deal with it and understand the analysis result [21].

Fig. 10. SortSite Results - Links/URL Testing.
“SQuORE business intelligence tool introduces a novel decision-based approach to software projects quality assessment by providing a more reliable, more intuitive, and more context-aware view on quality [22].” There are huge of software quality measurements such: cyclomatic complexity for control flow, Comment Density, etc. In SQuORE tool proposes several models and standards such: ISO 9126 and the Automotive HIS [22]. HIS (Hersteller Initiative Software) specifies a fundamental set of Metrics to be used in the evaluation of software and quality assessment. Each of these defined metrics is studied and reported. All violations of the agreed boundary limits at the function level have to be justified [23]. The results show that all the specified strategies are within the range. Moreover, the fault tolerance has the highest value that may affect the system reliability. The lowest page quality is the test page which has an “E” key performance whereas five pages of “D” key performance and three pages of “A” key performance which is the highest quality indicator.

D. Usability Testing

We conducted a usability study to determine how usable, satisfactory, efficient, and effective the web site is for the users, identify any usability problems and finding ways of improving the usability of the system. A total of three blind children participated in this study. To demonstrate this study, this testing is divided into the following: 1) test environment set-up. 2) participants. 3) evaluation methods of. 4) assessment measures. 5) tools 6) results. 7) findings and recommendations.

a) Enviroment setup: the evaluation was conducted in a quiet and closed meeting room at Kafeef Organization. Our laptop as a local host for our system is placed on a meeting desk. The visually impaired child is setting on a chair facing the laptop while his hand is on the Braille keypad. The child mother was present in the room during the evaluation for assistance. Fig. 11 shows the environment set-up with a visually impaired child.

b) Participants: a sample of three children were recruited in the study as shown in Table II. Two participants were male and one female. All were (4-9) aged. 2 out of 3 were totally blind and only one was partial visually impaired. Moreover, none of them has advanced background of the Arabic Braille letters and numbers. In addition, none of the participants is familiar with a screen reader or have been used educational sites or have used technology and Internet before except for participant (P2) who used to access Internet and educational site using iPad. All participants looking to use an Arabic Braille learning system and think that it will help them to learn.

This study was approved by association of the blind (Kafeef) Ethics Committee. Parents of the participants were informed that the test outcomes will be used for research purposes only and were assured that privacy and personal identity information of all participants will be protected.

Table II. Pre-Test Interview Collected Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visually impaired kind</td>
<td>Total (Blind)</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Total (Blind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Braille background</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>junior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar with Screen reader</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational sites used before</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology and Internet usage</td>
<td>Not using</td>
<td>Using iPad weakly</td>
<td>Not using</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>looking to use an Arabic Braille learning system</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is an educational site for Arab Braille, do you think that it will help you to learn</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would like to use educational sites for the visually impaired</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. The Environment Set-up with a Visually Impaired Child.
Once the participants complete the tasks, they interviewed with help of their mothers to get their overall impression of the system after using it. Most of the questions contained a Likert scale to assess the user experience of the system, satisfaction level of the system and if issues were countered. Moreover, we asked questions about whether the children would like to use the web site in the future and if they have any recommendations to enhance the web site or the Braille keypad.

d) Assessment Measures: In order to measure the usability of our system, we concerned in conducting the usability test in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. Table III describes each term and its measurement data.

e) Tools: Two software tools were used to assist the completion of this evaluation. These tools are:

- Morae: a usability software tool that allows recording the user's interactions on the screen. The software was installed on the laptop, which allows us to have a portable usability lab [25].
- Excel: was used to analyze the observed data and draw charts.

f) Results: All the participants completed the given tasks successfully, except one participant (P1) who could not complete Tasks 2 and 4. From our observation, we found that this participant doesn’t know what laptop means or even website and he doesn’t know any Arabic letters or numbers. He may need extra preparation sessions to introduce him to the technology and to be familiar with it before performing the test. We calculated the efficiency of the web site by measuring the task completion time see Table IV. The participants were varying in the time spent to complete these tasks. Fig. 12 shows the time spent on each task in seconds for each participant. It reveals that the best result was achieved by the participant (P2) who spent the shortest time in all tasks compared to the other participants. His progress performance was due to the fact that he used to use the technology in addition to his experience in using educational sites. Moreover, we can notice that as demonstrated in Fig. 13 Task 4 took the longest time. We think that this is due to its order of other tasks, it needs to go back twice from the previous task page to achieve it.

Other performance metrics to measure is the effectiveness of the system which was calculated by the number of user errors and number of assistances required to complete each task. Regard the number of user errors for each task only participant (P1) commit an error in two tasks (Task 2 and 4). In fact, the same error was because the participant entered the url link settings by mistake and ended the task. However, Task 2 needed the greatest number of assistances to complete than other tasks by average of 56%. all the children found the system is motivative and have enjoyed the learning by the web site. Moreover, they agreed that the Braille keypad was easy. Two of them stated that the web site was easy to use, and they felt successful but with tired, and we think that feeling “tired” maybe due to the new experience and being anxious to do it successfully. Additionally, children were asked to give their suggestions and recommendations to improve the system. Most of them gave the same suggestion, which is disable the url to be unreadable by the screen reader.

g) Findings and recommendations: the recommendations we get are driven by the participant behaviors, verbal feedbacks, comments and suggestions that we ask participants after using the system. These recommendations are either for the web site or for the Braille keypad and range from highly important to less important, depend on the number of users that recommend or faced the same issues. The following TABLE I summarizes the recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. THE MEASUREMENT DATA FOR THE USABILITY TESTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative measures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualitative measures</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Time Spent on Each Task by Seconds.
The proposed system facilitates the Braille learning process. It is designed to help the blind and visually impaired in learning Arabic Braille (letters and numbers) using a specially designed interactive tactile Braille keypad. The proposed system is not limited to the blind or visually impaired, but it can also be used by sighted people to learn Braille which is important in families having visually impaired children. A usability test was conducted and results showed improvements in the learning process and the use of interactive tactile Braille keypad was highly accepted by blind children who participated in the test. We hope that this work will be a valuable contribution to our community and especially to the visually impaired.
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VI. FUTURE WORK
Future work efforts will focus on adding new features and higher level lessons such as including diacritics marks and Arabic words. We also plan to implement the recommendations concluded from the results of usability testing. We hope to enhance this system by improving the designed keypad and incorporate more than one cell to be able to spell words not only code letters and numbers.

VII. CONCLUSION
The proposed system facilitates the Braille learning process. It is designed to help the blind and visually impaired in learning Arabic Braille (letters and numbers) using a specially designed interactive tactile Braille keypad. The proposed system is not limited to the blind or visually impaired, but it can also be used by sighted people to learn Braille which is important in families having visually impaired children. A usability test was conducted and results showed improvements in the learning process and the use of interactive tactile Braille keypad was highly accepted by blind children who participated in the test. We hope that this work will be a valuable contribution to our community and especially to the visually impaired.

TABLE V. TABLE I. FINDING AND RECOMMENDATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Recommendation and Suggestions</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The URL of the page should be disabled or not readable by the screen reader because it interrupts the movements between site elements. Moreover, it's in English languages so it's not understandable by users.</td>
<td>website</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The user should practice many times to be familiar with the screen reader and learn himself without any intervention from his parents.</td>
<td>website</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Should control the buttons lighting in the Braille keypad because this is annoying for visually impaired users. On other hand, some visually impaired found that the high light helps them to place the Braille dots.</td>
<td>Braille Keypad</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Providing a button to repeat what the screen reader said instead of going through elements again.</td>
<td>website</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Providing a choice to change the buttons color.</td>
<td>Braille Keypad</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Putting two Braille cells instead of one which make it more feasible in learning the Arabic numbers</td>
<td>Braille Keypad</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Provide a chargeable Braille keypad that connected wireless with any portable device.</td>
<td>Braille Keypad</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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